specific to either Standard or PD Zoning districts, refer to Title
properties. All “newer” communities situated within the Town are
that was prepared specifically for that property (typically large
the older downtown area and nearby residential areas. Each Planned
ments. There are two types of zoning mapped within the Town:
boundaries. Numbers in table do not represent chronological order of Planned
colors used except to delineate
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are inherent and in supplying this product to the public the Town of Castle Rock assumes
introduces varying degrees of inaccuracies or inconsistencies. Such discrepancies in data
Disclaimer: The data presented has been compiled from various sources, each of which
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Coordinate System: SPCS Colorado Central (0502)
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92. BELLA MESA PDP
91. PROMENADE AT CASTLE ROCK PDP
90. HILLSIDE PDP
89. MEADOWS PDP NO. 2
87. MONTANA VISTA PDP
85. CASTLE OAKS ESTATES PDP NO. 1
83. HECKENDORF RANCH PDP AMD NO.4
81. AUBURN RIDGE PDP NO. 1
77. METZLER RANCH PPD 4TH AMENDMENT
76. EPIPHANY EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
72. CRYSTAL VALLEY RANCH 4TH AMENDMENT
70. CRYSTAL VALLEY RANCH 2ND AMENDMENT
69. YOUNG AMERICAN SECOND AMENDMENT
67. MILLER RANCH PD